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STUDY FROM BULWIENGESA AG AND DREES & SOMMER SE    
 

The 5% study – WHERE IT STILL PAYS OFF TO INVEST 
 

For the third time, bulwiengesa together with Drees & Sommer SE and with the valued support of the 
BEITEN BURKHARDT law firm, examined the yield potential on the German real estate market. The 
5% study, which is being released on 27 September, examines markets in terms of yield. 
 
The results in brief 

• Major office markets with stagnating IRR for the first time  

• Use category still offering high yields is office properties in smaller markets 

• Ongoing high yield potential for corporate properties 

 
The results for core properties 

Due to positive rental expectations on the one hand and only slightly declining net initial yields on the 
other, the modelled IRR in the large office markets stagnated for the first time. The price spiral 
seems to have stopped here. The yield potential has decreased year-on-year in almost all other as-
set classes. Currently there are no indications that it will be possible to generate higher yields again 
in the medium term. Thus in the conventional asset classes reaching the 5% mark with secured in-
vestments remains improbable. Yield-focussed investors must therefore continue to fall back on 
niche markets. 

 

The examined asset classes in detail: 

- The decline is particularly significant for residential properties – and this is the case in all of 
the markets examined: A cities, B cities and university cities. The low level of supply on the A 
markets is prompting institutional investors in particular to shift to B markets, and this trend in-
creased significantly again during the period under review. The consequences are an increas-
ingly scarce supply and relevant price increases in these markets, too. The base value for the 
attainable IRR has therefore declined year-on-year by 10.0% in the A cities, by 7.7% in the B 
cities and by 8.5% in the university cities. The base value in A markets is thus well below the 
3% mark.  

- One use category that still offers high yields is office properties in smaller markets. However, 
investments here are recommended in small area sizes and in line with the market.  

- The yield potential for larger-volume investment opportunities such as shopping centres and 
specialist retail centres has also decreased again. With ranges of between 2.9% and 3.6% 
(shopping centres) and between 3.4% and 4.3% (specialist retail centres), the expected perfor-
mance is increasingly limited, as in the previous year. 

- Yields for logistics properties saw a less pronounced decline than other asset classes of 
3.5%. The secured yield range for business properties (in this study production properties, in-
dustrial parks and warehouse properties) is between 4.7% and 6.8% depending on the type.  
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Terminology 

For the purposes of this study, core properties are defined as properties with a stable letting situation 
and sustainable location parameters. Properties outside the core range are classified here as non-
core properties. They are characterised by vacancies and are usually situated outside the central 
locations.  

 

The study also provides detailed information on properties in specific yield ranges such as “6-
percenters” (e.g. market for production properties) or “4-percenters” (e.g. market for logistics proper-
ties in C cities) and extensive lists of individual A, B, C and D cities in different segments, each with 
property-specific IRRs.  
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Summary

Core-Matrix*

For the purposes of this study, core properties are defined as
properties with a stable letting situation and sustainable loca-
tion parameters. The matrix above shows the relationship be-
tween the probable internal rate of return on a property invest-
ment and the liquidity of the respective market. Here, market li-
quidity refers to the ability to generate investment demand in-
dependently of economic cycles and to offer exit opportunities
even in years of low demand. 

The major office markets are displaying a stagnating yield de-
velopment for the first time. As such, the spiralling price trend
currently seems to have been halted here. The yield potential
has decreased year-on-year in almost all other asset classes.
The decline is particularly significant for residential properties –
and this is the case in all of the markets examined: A cities, B
cities and university cities. The low level of supply on the A
markets is prompting institutional investors in particular to shift
to B markets, and this trend increased significantly again during
the period under review. The consequences are an increasingly
scarce supply and relevant price increases in these markets,
too. The base value for the attainable IRR in the secure core
range has therefore declined year-on-year by 10.0% in the A
cities, by 7.7% in the B cities and by 8.5% in the university cit-
ies. The base value for residential properties in A markets is
thus well below the 3% mark. The attainable range for core in-
vestors is currently between 2.4% and 2.9% in A cities, be-

tween 3.3% and 3.8% in B cities and between 3.5% and 4.0%
in university cities. bulwiengesa AG’s current forecasts also in-
dicate a further decline in yields next year.

One use category that still offers high yields is office properties
in small markets. However, investments here are recom-
mended in small area sizes and in line with the market. The
yield potential for larger-volume investment opportunities such
as shopping centres and specialist retail centres has de-
creased again. With ranges for core investors of between 2.9%
and 3.6% (shopping centres) and between 3.4% and 4.3%
(specialist retail centres), the expected performance is increas-
ingly limited, as in the previous year. Yields for logistics proper-
ties saw a less pronounced decline than other asset classes of
3.5%. The secured yield range for business properties (produc-
tion properties, industrial parks and warehouse properties) is
between 4.7% and 6.8% depending on the type. 

Although sidewards trends are starting to emerge in some mar-
kets (such as the office market in A cities), there is currently no
indication that it will be possible to generate higher yields again
in the medium term. Yield-focussed investors must therefore
continue to fall back on niche markets. 
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property-specific IRR

1 %            2 %              3 %              4 %              5 %             6 %             7 %              8 %             9 %            10 %  

office A 
residential A 

shopping centres  
modern logistics -3.5 %

retail parks  -5.7 %
micro-apartments A 

UI light manufacturing  **

UI business park  **

office D  0.9 %

UI warehouses  **
office C  -2.9 %

office B  -4.7 %
residential B  -7.7 %

hotels  -4.7 %
micro-apartments  B   -4.7 % 

residential UC  -8.5 %
micro-apartments UC  -6.3 %

* Within the categories of low, medium and high market liquidity
shown in the diagram, there is no further assessment of the liquid-
ity of the individual types of use.

Y-O-Y Change IRR base value

0.3 % 

-6.3 % 

** Because the Initiative Unternehmensimmobilien
has revised its market data on the basis of better
data availability, a comparison with the previous
year is possible only to a limited extent.

-10.0 %
-1.1 %
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Summary

Non-Core-Matrix*
* Within the categories of low, medium and high market liquidity
shown in the diagram, there is no further assessment of the liquid-
ity of the individual types of use.

In this study, non-core properties are defined as properties with
an increased risk profile and thus also higher performance op-
portunities. They are characterised by vacancies and are usu-
ally situated outside the central locations. 

The matrix above shows their market potential only; extensive
restructuring or renovations are not taken into account in this
study. No outliers are included in the analysis either, meaning
that in some individual cases the attainable yields (and also the
economic risks) may be considerably higher than those deter-
mined in the model calculation.

Residential property investments in established markets do not
currently offer high enough yield potential for non-core inves-
tors. Similarly, modern shopping centres and specialist retail
centres (without any need for restructuring/modernisation) also
are not included in the non-core analysis. 

Non-core properties can be found in the A cities’ office markets
in peripheral locations and generally comprise properties with
management deficiencies (e.g. vacant space) and unstable let-
ting structures. Yields of up to 8.7% can be generated here, but
these are countered by much higher economic risk. The high-
est yields for non-core investors of up to 11.8% can be ex-
pected in smaller D office markets. However, investors need
good local market knowledge to be able to operate successfully
on these markets. As well as the typical cash flow risks, there

are also high liquidity risks. Investment volumes are also lim-
ited by the small market sizes. 

Hotel investments with short-term lease contracts or re-letting
risks also constitute non-core investments and have potential
of up to 6.8%, as in the previous year.

The yield potential for modern logistics properties, a category
whose non-core parts are particularly in regions outside the
major hubs, comes to a maximum of 7.3%. 

As in the previous years, business properties offer increased
performance opportunities, amounting to up to 10.3% for indus-
trial parks, up to 10.1% for production properties and up to
9.5% for warehouse space. However, the long-term success of
investments in this asset class strongly depends on technical
expertise and a high degree of networking of asset manage-
ment. Demand is generally very regionally dominated and is
limited on the investment market after adjustment for economic
cycles. Access to specialised sales channels is therefore also
important.
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hotels
UI business park

UI light manufacturing

UI warehouses

office C

office D

property-specific IRR
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Press contact and free (electronic) copy of the study:  
 
Sven Carstensen, bulwiengesa AG  
carstensen@bulwiengesa.de 
+49 69 75 61 467-61 
Download from: 
www.bulwiengesa.de     

 

 

Initiators of the study 
 
bulwiengesa AG 

bulwiengesa is one of the major, independent real estate industry analysis companies in continental 
Europe. For over 30 years, bulwiengesa has supported its partners and clients in questions of real 
estate and location and market analysis, including with sound data services, strategic advice and 
bespoke surveys, analyses and valuations. Meaningful individual data, time series, forecasts and 
transaction data are supplied by the information system RIWIS online. Users of the data from bul-
wiengesa include the Deutsche Bundesbank for the ECB, BIS and OECD. 

 

Drees & Sommer SE 

Drees & Sommer is the innovative partner for consulting, planning, construction and operation. The 
company which is managed by partners with its headquarters in Stuttgart accompanies private and 
public contracts as well as investors in all questions relating to property and infrastructure.  Drees & 
Sommer provides its services at a total of 41 locations on the premise of integrating economy, quality 
and ecology. At Drees & Sommer this holistic and sustainable approach is called “the blue way”. The 
objective of the construction and property experts is to create quantifiable added value for its clients. 
The Processing a construction project become more efficient, operation of the property more eco-
nomical or energy costs lower as a result of innovative concepts. 

 

With valued support from 

 

BEITEN BURKHARDT Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is an independent, international corporate 
law firm with a focused consulting service and around 280 lawyers at ten locations. With its long-
standing presence in Germany, Brussels, China and Russia, the law firm advises SMEs, large com-
panies and corporations in various industries as well as banks and the public sector. The real estate 
experts advise their clients on all phases of property management and infrastructure projects: from 
financing to the land purchase and project development through to letting or selling the property. 
Beiten Burkhardt implements innovative forms of property sales and trading and designs German 
and foreign real estate funds. 
 

 


